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Abstract

Can co-workers motivational efforts pave the way for morale and job commitment for the employees is a million dollar question which always matters for the organizations to perform. The purpose of this research is to develop an understanding on the relationship between the employees and their colleague in the organizations, The findings reveal that co-workers various motivational efforts may have a positive impact on employee morale but it still doesn’t guarantee the job commitment, precisely the motivation by co-workers may only boost the morale of employees for a short while, and thereafter a person may lose the interest towards his/her job again.
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1. Introduction

Employee morale can best be described as the relationship that an employee or a group has to their work. Morale can be divided into two basic categories i.e. High morale and Low morale. When employees have a High Morale it is reflected on to their work or the output they produce which is positive (Youssef, 1998). If employees have a low morale they produce negative and unhappy feelings about their workplace and when they feel unappreciated they tend to show inabilities of non-cooperative behavior towards their work (B6, 2009). Employee morale can also be defined by the employees’ commitment shown while working in a group as said by (Morris & Sherman, 1981). Therefore, believe in self and the trusts with one’s organization are positive indicators of employee morale (Keller, 2006). It’s the management and the organization’s role to aspire, build commitment and concentrate on the nourishment and nurturing for establishing positive employee morale. As a part of employee morale, coworkers play a main role also in respect to job commitment.
Each employee in the organization spends more time with their colleagues than their bosses. They are more prone to the understanding and interpretation of organizational policies by their colleagues rather than their bosses. Hence his colleagues may impact significantly to his satisfaction, dissatisfaction and level of motivations while working in an organization. In the support of this idiosyncrasy Youssef (1998); Ramírez and Nembhard (2004) found that organizational commitment can only be achieved through the compatibility of the employees which work together to achieve goals. Similarly, Wiener (1982) found that in the conjunctive tasks, the least performing worker actually translates the performance of the group. While Cole and Hopkins (1995) stressed that in additive tasks based group is evaluated on the basis of the sum of the workers performance. In the organization people tend to work harder because they believe it’s not the individual person who is evaluated but it is entire group which are evaluated therefore, they support to each other and are very fair towards each other which eventually translates the increase in employee’s morale and their commitment towards the jobs (Williams, 2005).

Ingham, Levinger, Graves, and Peckham (1974) confirmed that positive feedback and appreciation for each can boost the morale of employees while they work in a team. While, friendliness between and among employees is also a pivot player which enhances the morals of the employees (Burney & Widener, 2007). The aim of this study is to analyze how/ which co-workers motivational efforts may affect employee morale and job commitment so to create an optimal working environment.

2. Literature review

Understanding the impact of co-workers motivational effort on employee morale and organizational commitment is the main objective of the study. Several studies have been conducted across the globe to determine as to what constitutes to employee commitment towards a particular organization. Job commitment can be seen as total of internal norms to make employees perform in a manner that meet organizational goals and standards, hence the stronger the commitment, the greater are the chances that employees are willing to adapt to the internalized standards rather than considering the consequences of the actions (Wiener, 1982). Job commitment can also be seen as employees attachment, recognition and association with the organization (Allen & Meyer, 1990). It is conjectured that employees on low commitment level tend to leave the organization whereas, employees have a strong job commitment will continue to stay for a longer period as they are satisfied with the job and the organization. There are several advantages to the organization for having a committed work force, according to the studies conducted by various researchers’ employee commitment leads to positive outcomes such as higher organizational support and citizenship behavior, decreased turnover and higher motivation (Kwon & Banks, 2004). Organizational commitment also tends to reflect the strong beliefs and acceptance of organizations goals and values, it shapes the behavior within and nurtures the membership in the organization (Mowday, Porter, & Steers, 1979). For Meyer and Allen (1990) organizational / job commitment can be seen as a psychosomatic state which evaluates the employee’s association with the organization. Mowday(1998) defined organizational/ job commitment as believe in the organizational values and goals, an eagerness to set forward substantial exertion for the organization and a solid enthusiasm to stay put with the team members, which all are the part of an organization.

While, Mc Knight, Ahmad & Schroeder (2001) define employees morale as the extent to which an employee feels accomplished regarding producing output. Employee morale plays a significant role in the company as it reflects the overall performance. Ramírez and Nembhard (2004) stressed that employee morale represents organizational culture and the way employers treat to their employees.

However it is yet to be determined if coworkers motivating each other play any role in enhancing employee morale and job commitment or not, very little emphasis have been made so far on this issue especially in Pakistan, hence we now intend to determine the impact of coworker’s motivational efforts on morale and job commitment of employee, focusing on the social comparison theory, which explains that the response behavior by employees is different in the feedback state that relies on the self-judgment between performance and productivity. Social comparisons are not only effective in comparing one’s performance with others doing the same task and also helps improves one’s productivity level with comparing with relatively productive coworkers (Monteil & Huguet, 1999). Youssef (1998) found that employees spare more work hours with their counterpart colleagues. Thus, the appreciation, feedbacks,
helpfulness and friendliness by their colleague/ coworkers really help them to optimize their morale at work place which fruits the job commitments (Garcia, Song, & Tesser, 2010).

Williams (2005) found that people are sometimes part of an underperforming group they tend to work hard because of other members and this attitude provoke and motivate to their counterpart colleagues to prove their commitments towards their jobs. Since, motivation is the process that stimulates, directs, boosts and maintains behavior and performance (Luthans, 1998).

3. Research Methods

3.1 Description of Sampling and Data
A sample of 2500 private sector employees were approached from 250 organizations using a personal survey technique to collect their responses on a structured questionnaire regarding co-workers various motivational efforts and their effects on the morale and job commitment of the employees. While, the convenience based sampling technique was used to select respondents for this study. The various motivational efforts of co-workers which includes appreciation, team work, positive feedback, friendliness, fairness, and helpfulness have been interrogated which may pave the ways for morale and job commitment in the employees. The optimal scaling is used to interrogate the association among outlined variables.

4. Findings and Results

Table 1: Prediction on impacts of various motivational efforts of coworkers on the morale and job commitment of employees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
<th>Adj.R Squar e</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>Appreciat ions</th>
<th>Team Work</th>
<th>+Ve Feed back</th>
<th>Friendli ness</th>
<th>Fairness</th>
<th>Helpfulness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee Morale</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>53,804</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>22.075</td>
<td>1.007</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>1.065</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>1.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee job Commitment</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>23,009</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>19.841</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>1.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The findings of this paper reveal and confirm that various motivational efforts by the coworkers for sure matter for the morale and the employee commitment towards the organizations, as shown in table 1, the fairness and appreciations by coworkers for an employee effect the most to the level of morale of an employee, positively and significantly (i.e. beta= 1.073 at P< 0.05; beta = 1.007 at p< 0.05), while the team work, positive feedback, friendliness and helpfulness also effect positively and significantly to the morale of employees. The findings also confirm that it is the fairness of coworkers that matters significantly to the job commitments of the employees (i.e. beta= 1.105 at P< 0.03) whereas, rest of motivational efforts by coworkers they don’t really matter and affect to the employee job commitments.

5. Conclusion
The empirical investigation of coworker’s motivational efforts on morale and job commitments of employees concludes that co-workers various motivational efforts have the great impact on employee morale as co-workers are the ones who support and guide you every time at the work place and are the source of positive spirit which leads you towards the accomplishment of objectives. At the work place in team works the people are like a family and work with a same wavelength and understand the problems
and difficulties of one another in a better way than anybody else can, this in turn enhances their morale while they work. In contrast the same outlined various motivational efforts does not necessarily guarantee for employees commitments towards their job as the employee job commitments are affected hugely by various other factors which include compensation, benefits, rewards, increments, promotions, chances to grow in the organization, supervisor-subordinate relationships etc.
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